Ruby master - Bug #15531
Ignore gemspec files for rdoc.
01/13/2019 12:07 PM - hsbt (Hiroshi SHIBATA)

Status: Closed
Priority: Normal
Assignee: hsbt (Hiroshi SHIBATA)
Target version: 
Backport: 2.4: UNKNOWN, 2.5: UNKNOWN, 2.6: UNKNOWN

ruby -v:

Description
Followed up https://bugs.ruby-lang.org/issues/14163#note-5.
The current documentation generated by rdoc shows gemspec files like:
https://docs.ruby-lang.org/en/2.6.0/lib/csv/csv_gemspec.html
It should be ignored.

Related issues:
Related to Ruby master - Bug #14163: Pages of rdoc include files which are no...
Closed

Associated revisions
Revision edb65a62 - 01/13/2019 01:49 PM - nobu (Nobuyoshi Nakada)
rdoc: ignore gemspec files
[ruby-core:91067] [Bug #15531]
git-svn-id: svn+ssh://ci.ruby-lang.org/ruby/trunk@66808 b2dd03c8-39d4-4d8f-98ff-823fe69b080e

Revision 66808 - 01/13/2019 01:49 PM - nobu (Nobuyoshi Nakada)
rdoc: ignore gemspec files
[ruby-core:91067] [Bug #15531]

History
#1 - 01/13/2019 12:07 PM - hsbt (Hiroshi SHIBATA)
- Related to Bug #14163: Pages of rdoc include files which are not documents added

#2 - 01/13/2019 01:49 PM - nobu (Nobuyoshi Nakada)
- Status changed from Assigned to Closed

Applied in changeset trunk@66808.

rdoc: ignore gemspec files
[ruby-core:91067] [Bug #15531]